
JAKARTA, April 12, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- PointStar, a cloud technology

consulting �rm that empowers businesses across Asia Paci�c to innovate

and move beyond productivity has moved to a new of�ce to accommodate

its rapid business growth in Indonesia.

 

PointStar's Jakarta team in their new cloud-managed Indonesia of�ce

The new of�ce is designed to promote employees' productivity in a

collaborative environment. It comes with fully-equipped conference rooms,

a silent room, and a 'Phone Booth' area for employees who wish for a quiet

working environment. With these facilities, the team can focus on

enhancing their core competencies and assists companies to choose, adopt,

implement, customise and manage their cloud solutions.

As one of the leading Google Partners in the APAC region, the conference

room highlights the use of Google Hangouts in connecting PointStar's team

of more than 60 employees working at different geographical locations.

The new of�ce allows the team to collaborate and achieve better and faster

results for growing client's list of all sizes, which include Gojek, Zalora,

Matahari Mall, Indo Tambangraya Megah, and Parkland.

On May 7th 2015, PointStar announced the opening of a Cloud Center of

Excellence in Indonesia. In less than 18 months, PointStar has outgrown its

premises and experienced a multifold expansion in its employees as well as

customers' portfolio.
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As one of the pioneers in cloud solutions, PointStar adopted Google's

advanced online enterprise-ready tool, G Suite, in achieving optimal

communication. PointStar also utilises Netsuite's cloud accounting and CRM

system, Cisco Meraki's cloud controlled WiFi, routing, and security system in

ensuring a secure scalable enterprise network, as well as the Grandstream IP

phone for a much stable telecommunication network.

"Our Jakarta new of�ce will reinforce the strength and focus to bring our

clients world-class services. The expansion re�ects our commitment and the

continued success on our clients' businesses. We will continue to provide

quality, innovative and affordable cloud solutions for companies to embrace

digital transformation, and rede�ne the smarter  way of working in the new

digital era," said Justin Lee, CEO of PointStar.

To celebrate the opening of the new Jakarta of�ce, PointStar has launched a

1-FOR-1 training package called TransformMyBiz. Its objective is to help the

small and medium businesses to train their employees on getting the most

out of G Suite (formerly Google Apps) at work. The training package, worth

$900 per session will be applicable to companies in Indonesia, Singapore

and Malaysia, valid for the �rst 100 companies that sign up and on a �rst-

come-�rst-serve basis.

"We live in a world of change, driven by technology and it is changing the

way how companies and people used to work. As companies take on digital

transformation, it simpli�es the way they work and soon see themselves

operating at maximum velocity," added Justin Lee.

About PointStar

PointStar was established in 2008 and has transformed hundreds of

organisations and institutions, providing reliable and comprehensive cloud

services that empower businesses to innovate and stay ahead of the

competition.

As a Cloud Technology consulting �rm, PointStar has a treasure chest of

world class, expertise in consulting for businesses in various industries.

Pointstar is one of Asia's leading Google Cloud Partners, the preferred

NetSuite Solution Provider, and an authorized partner for Cisco Meraki.

PointStar is headquartered in Singapore with a presence in Jakarta and

Malaysia. For further information, please visit www.point-star.com
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